


More Productive, More Profitable, More Sustainable

From operational complexity to fluctuating commodity prices to a lack of available 
skilled personnel, today’s oil and gas producer faces new challenges in the quest to be 
more productive, more profitable and more sustainable. These challenges require new 
tools and new ideas to overcome them. 

At Zedi, we’ve encountered a wide spectrum in production operations in our 60 years 
of business. We are continually looking to the future while drawing on our past to 
come up with the right solutions to meet our customers’ needs.  As a leading oil and 
gas technology and services company, we have the knowledge, expertise, and talent 
to help our customers realize their production potential, backed by our commitment to 
simplicity, reliability, and accuracy.

Data Management
Power your decisions with cloud-based data services.

When you want to know what’s going on in your organization, you need to follow the 
data. With our data management solutions – Zedi Access, Zedi Vital, Roughneck, 
and Zedi TrueChart – you can remotely access important data about your business. 

Zedi Access is a cloud-based production data management platform that provides a 
clear, consolidated, online view of what’s happening in the field. This powerful tool 
provides easy access to production and operations data, real-time visibility of the 
field, and remote control of well site functions in a single source, regardless of the 
field instrument used at site.

Take control of your field with complete data solutions that provide accurate and 
reliable answers you need to make the best decisions for your operations. Relieve 
the strain on your IT department by outsourcing data infrastructure to our secure 
cloud infrastructure custom built for oil and gas producers. 

Artificial Lift
Get the most out of your reserves with the next generation of lift solutions.

Quickly equip oil and liquids rich gas wells in a matter of hours with a cost-
effective alternative to conventional pump jacks. Realize the same advantages of 
traditional lift mechanisms with a more streamlined design, smaller lease footprint, 
and optimization capabilities of the Zedi SilverJack. Also reduce landowner and 
compliance issues with direct wellhead connection, a fully contained internal stuffing 
box, and an automatic safety shutdown that eliminates costly leakage.

We’ve taken our core principles of remote access and data integrity, and applied 
them to the area of artificial lift. Zedi Access offers the flexibility of remote visibility 
and control, allowing you to operate your controller, monitor surface cards, and 
receive surface alarms without visiting the well site.



Consulting Services
Use our expertise to unlock your production potential.

Our team of experts focus on ensuring proper measurement, understanding 
complicated production accounting matters, and meeting regulatory compliance. 
Utilizing our expertise and proven methodologies, we’ll take a strategic and 
comprehensive look at your production operations and help you manage risks and 
get your fair share of production revenues while boosting your bottom line.

Our consultants have 10 to 30 years of experience as specialists in the fields of 
measurement, automation, instrumentation, and production and revenue accounting, 
They stay ahead of regulatory changes, such as EPAP, and apply API and AGA 
industry standards to measurement best practices. 

Field Instrumentation
Our innovative devices are at the wellhead so you don’t have to be.

Whether you need remote monitoring, remote control, measurement or testing, we 
have a full range of field instruments to equip your wells. From our Smart-Alek EFM 
device to Zedi SCADA to our eTube flowmeter to our unique Zedi Oil Well Test, we 
have the right mix for your particular needs.

Working with our team of in-house engineers, we can design and implement 
a custom engineered solution that will provide you with two-way control over 
numerous well site processes. Put your field at your fingertips from anywhere in the 
world, with our unique ability to find the right solution for you.

Whether its boots on the ground or trusted advisors in the office, we have service expertise to 
help you realize your production potential. Put our team of experts to work for you.



Zedi Inc. 
Toll free: 1.866.732.6967 
zedi.ca

We are focused on high quality service delivery and exceeding customers’ 
expectations by providing support in the field and in the office. With 24/7 call center 
support and service, a team of experienced field technicians, and virtual operators 
monitoring your field with the Zedi Control Center, our team builds a relationship 
with you by discovering how our systems can best integrate with yours. We pride 
ourselves on our simple and reliable service to ensure you have access to what you 
need, when you need it.

Building Strong Relationships

Field Services
Put decades of diverse field experience to work for you.

From remote sites, to field offices, and everywhere in between, we’ve got the 
experts you need in the field. Take advantage of decades of experience and intimate 
knowledge of local challenges in production operations and maintenance. Ease your 
staffing concerns by trusting our operations and measurement teams to provide safe 
and reliable practices and ensure your field is operating at its best. 

We ensure quality outcomes by applying rigid standards to proven methods, 
using current and fully inspected equipment, and fully training our safety-certified 
operations staff.
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